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Clicking on Analytics within Upstream allows for 
access to  upstream database

ANALYTICS
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Click to select Database option

Interactive Upstream Analytics dashboard layout utilizes pivot tables to present information from each 
of the three upstream databases - Wells, Fields or Blocks. Information presented in both tabular and 
graphical form.

Clicking the dots allows you to 
scroll through graph options

ANALYTICS
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Features of the dashboard include:
1) Filter and parameter select options to further 

customize the table
2) Select options for database, sensitivity scenarios 

view (field, company country), export to excel 
function and filtering management.

3) Graph manipulation – clicking on the icon isolates 
the specific parameter on the graph.

Up 5,000 records can be exported at one time to 
excel.

3)

2)

1)

1)
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Use the various filtering options to refine search capabilities and customize the table.

Clicking on the asset open a unique 
Detail Sheet

ANALYTICS
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Assets Details page provides additional information on the asset.  All aspects of the platform from 
upstream to midstream, downstream, news and deals etc., are all linked as part of the relational database.  
Details are available for export to pdf.

ANALYTICS
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• Analytics uses GlobalData's proprietary forecast engine to evaluate mature and 
marginal producing assets that are not covered by economic models in order to 
provide a comprehensive forecast production, expenditure and cash flow for all 
fields. 

• The engine forecasts production based on historical field data and reservoir 
engineering principles, applies a cost profile leveraging the CAPEX and OPEX 
information collected by analysts for analogue fields and applies the relevant 
product pricing and fiscal terms in order to generate key financial metrics such 
as NPV, IRR and Payback.

• Additional information to improve the estimates generated by the engine is 
researched daily and the engine's outputs are refreshed bi-weekly based on 
such data.

FORECAST ENGINE
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COMPANIES DATABASE

Key economic parameters as well as cash flows can re-evaluated 
when new regime is selected

Companies database is an amalgamation of  all the other databases - upstream, midstream, 
downstream, petrochemicals, news etc, - searchable by company
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COMPANIES DATABASE

All information is categorized by database for each company.  Each database type can be 
expanded to reveal related company data that is exportable. 

The information within each database type is clickable to show related details.

Companies database is an amalgamation of  all the other databases - upstream, midstream, 
downstream, petrochemicals, news etc, - searchable by company
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COMPANIES DATABASE

The Benchmarking function under the Companies database allows financial data and metrics to 
be compared among selected companies
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METHODOLOGY & DEFINITIONS

Methodology is built into every page and documents inputs, assumptions and 
terminology  definitions for all of our databases.
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CLIENT SUPPORT

Client Support is built into every page connecting clients to regional and 
fiscal analysts.  Analyst support is part of all subscribed services.


